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Abslracl 
Rules can be written which describe with fair accuracy the pcm:ivc:d 

syllabic structure of English. Once syllabic structure is established, many 
important phonological rules find natural ellpression in terms or this 
structure. In particulnr, phonemes tend to be modified under the inHucncc 
or conditions that exist within the syllable in which they reside or when 
they piny n particular role within their syllabic. These observations provide 
support rar the syllable-based approach to speech recognition, but the 
explicit rules that arise from syllabic phonology arc applicable to 
phoneme-based recognition as well. 

I. Introduction 

Phoneticians as well as workers in the field of automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) arc well aware of the lack of anything close to a one• 
to-one correspondence between the phonemes of a language and acoustic 
events. While the complexity of the mnppins from phoneme lo sound docs 
not preclude the creation of an effective ASR device whose b:isic unit of 
recognition is the phoneme, it is clear th,11 the success of such an 
undertaking is dependent upon discovering the large set of relevant 
conlcxt•scnsitivc rules, making them explicit, and encoding them in the 
recognizer. Even proponents or such an approach recognize the enormity 
or the task (er. Zuc, 1985). 

Whole-word template-matching (cf. ltakurn, 1975; Rabiner & 
Levinson, 198 I) is an approach lo ASR which appears to obviate the need 
for the long and difficult program of discovery or the details or the 
phoneme-to-sound mapping. In this technique, no explicit decision is made 
regarding where in lime each phoneme lies and what its identity might be. 
Rather, rar each word in a vocabulary, a reference template is created 
consisting of a sci of spectral rcprcscnlntions computed at regular intervals 
in time, un the urder of every IO msec. The sequence of spectral 
representations of a word to be recognized is then compared to each of the 
templates (after time-normaliiation) and the unknown word is taken to 
h11ve the same identity 11s the template to which it has the least toull 
spectral "distance," appropriately computed. 

Whole-word malching works very well for recognizing small 
vocabularies of words spoken in isolntion. As vocabufary size increases, 11 

disadvantage of this approach become apparent: a new template must be 
created, stored, and included in the distance calculation rar each additional 
word in the vocabulary. In addition, much of the ndvantagc of whole-word 
matching is lost in continuous speech, since word boundaries arc not easily 
determinable and, in any case, cross-word-boundary phonology cnn greatly 
alter the isolated form of words. 

It has occurred to several ASR researchers thnl mllll of the advantages 
of the phoneme-based 11pproach (finite vocabul11ry size, straightforward 
extension lo continuous speech in many cases) and of the whole-word 
template-matching method (no need for Cllplicit representation of many 
complex contcxtu11J clTccts) can be combined in an approach to ASR in 
which the basic unit is the syllable or demisyllablc. Inherent in the 
udvocacy of syllabic-based recognition is the assumption that most 
contextual variation on the part of phonemes is due to the innuence of 
other phonemes within the same syllable, and that the effects of the 
environment outside the syllable in which n given phoneme lies can for th,:: 
most part be considered second-order (er. Fujimura, I 975; Mermelstein, 
1975; Kahn cl al, 1984). 

In the Inst ten years several groups have taken important first steps 
toward the implementation of high-performance (demi)syllablc•based 
recognition systems (e.g., De Mori ct al, 1976; Ruskc & Schotola, 1978; 
Zwicker cl al, 1979: Hunt ct 111. 1980; Ruske, 1982; Rosenberg ct al, 
1983), and it is to be hoped that this work will continue. 

I loo have performed some (very prclimin;iry) work in syllable-based 
(Kahn, 1982, 1983) and dcmisyllable•based (Rosenberg ct al. 1983; Kahn 
e_t al, 1984) recognition, but the present paper is concerned with the 
hnguistic motivation for the use or (dcmi)syllnbic units in ASR. I believe, 
however, that not only docs the phonological analysis discussed below argue 
for the wisdom of the (dcmilsyllab)c approach, but also that the explicit 
rule formulations that arc 11n output of the syllable-based analysis can 
profitably be used in phoneme-based recognition. 

2. The syllable in English phonology 

In many languages it is obvious to native speakers how words of their 
language arc 10 be syllabified, but English has both clear (rtply • rt-ply, 
not. rep-ly or repl-y) and unclear (pony .. po-ny or pon-y?) cases. 
This apparent indeterminateness has led the authors or many formal 
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accounts of En1lish phonology to deny the syllable a role in linguistic 
descriptions. This is unfortunate, because the concept of 'syllabic" is 
intuitively meaningful even lo speakers or languages like English, and also 
because many phonological rules call out for descriptions in terms of the 
syllable, ir only the concept could be form111ized. 

In Kahn (1980) I suggested an analysis o( English syllable structure 
that I feel accounts well for both the clear and unclear cases of word 
syllabification, as well as for the syllabification of phrases in the case of 
continuous speech (where n syllable may extend across a word boundary). 
Mllll important, once syllabic structure is established in accordance with 
lhis analysis, many important phonological rules (sound modifications) can 
be expressed in a natural and compact way in terms of the syllable. In the 
limited space available here I will try to outline the analysis of English 
syllabification and discuss some examples of syllable-based rules. In all 
cases, J will have to omit details which may be significant but which do 
not, I believe, alTcct the correctness of the basic analysis. 

2.1 Aulysls or wonts ind pbrasa lalo syllables 

There is lillle controversy as to how many syllables a normally-spoken 
word ,;ontains. At the core of each syllable is exactly one vowel or other 
"syllabic" phoneme (like Iv) or buuon). Each syllabic will also contnin 
zero or more non•syll11bic phonemes (which I will imprecisely refer lo as 
•consonants") before and after the vowel. Clearly any word-initial (-final) 
consonants must reside in the first (last) syl111blc of the word. Thus the 
question of interest is whether, in words of more than one syllabic, to 
associate consonants that stand between two vowels with the preceding or 
following syllable. 

In this regard, it is surely significant that any polysyllabic word of 
English cnn be broken down into syllables each one of which could stand 
alone ns an English word without breaking the constraints on permissible: 
word-initial and •fin11l clusters. Thus English has words like hamster. 
corresponding to the permissibility of word-final /m/ and -initial /st/, but 
none like hamkttr since there is no an11lysis of /mkl/ into permissible 
clusters. A natural conclusion from this observation is that English simply 
has a set of permissible syl/ablt-inilial and -final clusters, from which the 
fncls about word-initial and •final clusters fall out as an immediate 
consequence. 

The question remains how lo correctly predict syllabifications in cases 
where more than one analysis is consistent with the cluster constraints 
(why rt- ply, not rep - ly?). The answer appears 10 reside in the 
"maximal initial cluster" (MIC) principle: a syllable boundary is pl11ccd in 
a sequence of between-vowel consonants as far left as possible, consistent 
with the initial/final cluster constraints. 

The MIC principle alone will, in general, predict correct syllabifications 
for what were referred lo above as the "clear" case.,. Even in the unclear 
cases, MIC appears lo be correct. provided we look at overly precise, very
slow-spccch pronunciations. In such speech we observe po- ny, not 
pon- y; ci-ly, not r:/1- y; Pa- trick, not Pat - rick. 

Before returning to norm11l•ratc syllabificalions, it will be helpful to 
introduce a graphical representation of syllabification. Fig. I indicates that 
the word rtply consists of two syllables, rt and ply. Note that if we 
impose the natural constraint that the lines connecting syllables and 
phonemes may not cross, a whole class of syllabifications, like that in Fig. 2 
in which lhe /r/ of rtply is a member or the stcond syllable, become, quite 
appropriately, impossible 10 represent. 

Now suppose that there arc no further constraints on linking syllables 
and phonemes (aside rrom the onc•syllablc•onc•vowel principle mentioned 
earlier). Then in addition to the syllabification of pony shown in Fig. 3, 
which, us noted above, is appropriate for the slow-speech pronunciation of 
this word, we might try lo interpret the syllabification of Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, 
the /n/ or pony is shown ns belonging simultaneously lo both syllables, i c., 
11s being "ambisyl111bic.• I would suggest that this is the normal-rate 
syllabification of the: word. The: n11tive speaker's inability lo assign the In/ 
of pony unambiguously to one or the other syllable in the normal-rate 
pronunciation of the word would then be allributed to the /n/ being 
ambisyllabic at normal rates (and in fact some phoneticians, in informal 
descriptions of English syllabification. have suggested that such consonants 
!11ight. be shared by two syllabics). We can formalize the structural change 
in gomg from slow to normal speech as the addition or the line of 
association between /n/ and the first syllable. 

The consequences of such an analysis go well beyond formalizing the 
intuiti?n that certain consonants in English do, and others do not, reside 
rully m one syl)able; there arc phonological implications 11s well. For 
example. the simple: rule: "vowels become nasalized in English when 
followed by a nasal consonant in the same syllabic" accounts for the lo/ of 
lone and normal-rate pony alongside the /o/ of pokt 11nd slow-speech 
pony. French nasalized vowels arc the result of a similar rule (an vs. 
annle). Sect. 2.2 is concerned with examples of this type of rule. 

We have not yet discussed under what conditions we observe 
mmbisylh1bicily; for ex., as opposed lo pony, the •yllabilication of rt!ply has 
the simple form given in Fig. 1 for both slow and normal speech. As 
discussed in more detail in Kahn (1980), it appean that the initial 
consonant of an unstrt.ut!d syllable becomes ambisyllnbic with a preceding 



vowel-final syllable. Thus it is the stress on the second syllable of ,~ply 
that blocks ambisyllnbification of the /p/. 

To this point we have been discussing the syllabification of words in 
isolation. Turning to continuous speech, let us note first that it is always at 
least possible to pause between words, so n reasonable approach to 
continuous speech would be to postulate an initial level at which 
syllabification is in accordance with the "word-is-an-island" rules of the 
preceding paragraphs, with additional lines of syllabic association across 
word boundaries added by •continuous-speech rules." The most important 
of these: rules appears to add a line of association (e.g .. the dotted line in 
Fig. Sb) between the final consonant of a word and the initial syllable of a 
following vowel •initial word. This rule of •trans-word-boundary 
ambisyllabification• (TWA) can be understood when it is recalled that the 
clearly preferred syllabic structure among the world's languages is ... CV
CV .•. , not ... VC-VC ... Within words, this fact is reHcctcd in the MIC 
principle. MIC is powerless, however, in the case of a word that happens 
10 start with a vowel. In continuous speech, the unnatural situation of a 
vowel-initial syllabic is remedied, where possible, by TWA. Thus rocket 
and rock it, syllabically distinct in slow speech (solid lines of association in 
Fig. 5), become homophonous at normal rates <addition of dashed lines). 

2.2 Rules stnsithe to syllable slruclurt 

Many important phonological rules of English fond other languages) 
nrc best described in terms or syllabic structure. The outline of English 
syllabic structure given above is sufficient to illustrate several of these 
rules. 

It is well known that the voiceless stops, and in particular /t/, take very 
different form as a function of environment. For example, /t/ is an 
aspirated stop in lack, an unnspirated stop in stack, a •oap• in ci/J' (Am. 
and Can. pronunciation) and is glottalized in sil. I would suggest that the 
rules responsible for these forms state that /t/, undc:rlyingly an unnspiratcd 
s1op, is aspirated when only syllable-initial, Happed when nmbisyllabic. and 
glottalizcd when following n vowel and not syllabic-initial. It is 
s1raightforward 10 confirm that these rules opcr:uc properly in simple cases 
hke the words just cited, but the rules make other testable predictions. 
Thus in the phrase lei Ann do it we expect • and observe • glottalized /t/ 
1n frt ir there happen.~ to be a pause after the word but Happed /t/ in 
continuous speech, where TWA has applied. Similarly, in overprecise 
speech, where the (within-word) ambisyllabilication rule fails to apply. the 
It/ or eity, normally ambisyllabic and Hnpped, hos syllable-initial 
association only, and is aspirated. Of course, rules such as the ones that 
account for the various allophones of /ti could be stated without reference 
tu syllabic structure. but they would be grossly complicated, and would in 
fact be restating the independently-needed rules or English syllabification 
within the specific allophonic rules (cf. Kahn, 1981). 

In standard British English and in parts of the Eastern U.S .• /r/ is 
deleted in ccrtuin environments where spelling and the more •conservntivc" 
dialects would have it pronounced. The rule accounting for these facts. as 
it entered the language, is clearly syllable•conditioncd and takes very much 
the form or the /t/•glollalization rule. Thus /r/ is lost when not syllable· 
initial, as in form, for mt. for(pa11se)Am1. but is retained in fore.rt. where 
/r/ is s)llnble· initial by MIC (and, irrelevantly, also syllable-final at 
nurmal rate by ambisyllabification). and for(no-pause)Ann, where /r/ is 
syllabic-initial by TWA. French "liaison• is a more complex, though 
clearly related, phenomenon. If we regard a word like vous as consisting 
or the phonemes /vuz/ at an abstract level, and delete /z/ when not 
syllablc:•initial, then the TWA-like rule of French will account for vous 
a1·e= [vuzave) vs. vous /'ave: [vulave). 

There is another very large closs of rules which arc clearly syllable• 
conditioned but differ in having been "frozen• at the lexical level. In most 
dialects of English, the vowel of car, through the inHuence of the following 
bac:lc phoneme /r/ {which until quite recently was pronounced in all 
dialects), has a distinctly more back quality than the vowel /ael of cal, 
cap, etc. (As suggested by the spelling, the vowels of car, car, etc. were 
at one time identical.) The /ac/ of words like carrJ•. however, was 
unaffected by the rule that modified car . We can account for these facts 
by imposing the natural condition that Ir/ be fully in the syllable of the 
vowel it follows for it to have the backing effect In accordance with this 
rule, words like card also have the backed vowel. The rule is •frozen" in 
the sense that words whose base form became subject to the rule now show 
the backed vowel even in non-base forms which should not be subject to 
the rule. Thus starry has the vowel of star. not of carry . Similar rules 
h~ve affected other vowels: her, herd (vowel modified by /r/) vs, hem, 
herring (not). 

A similar rule, but in the domain of consonants, accounts for the loss of 
/g/ in long llo~I vs. its retention in longer ll)gl. Basically, frJs/ is 
simplified to ltJI except when /g/ is syllable-initial. In the case or words 
of the form VngC ... V, this rule correctly prcdiclli l']I without lg] (e.g., 
angstrom and Yngve) excepl when C is such that /gC/ forms a 
permissible initial cluster: angry (cf . .8!.ow), linguist ['ling•gwist•) (cf. 
G><•endo/ynl. Previous, non-syllabic nnalyses of ng did not properly 
account for these facts and could be made to only through explicit 
reference 10 the differential behavior of g, etc. vs. gr etc.; but clearly the 
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correct course is to state the latter distinction once and for all in the 
(imlcpcndcntly•rcquired) permissible-cluster rules. . . 

Additional examples of syllable•conditioned rules could easily be cited. 
flt this point, however, Jet us note !hat a common feature of t_hc rules that 
have been discussed is that they involve major changes, as viewed by the 
phonetician. That is, these rules delete segments or replace one well
defined phonetic clement with another. Another class of rules, ~ot 
generally considered to be in the re,lm or traditionnl phonology, deals w!th 
phenomena at a lower level. Thus, for ex , the phonetician Cnnd the native 
speaker) hears the /i/'s of bee and Dee to be identical, even though the 
initial parts of the two vowels arc spectrally quite distinct, due lo the: 
formant-transition phenomenon. Although the scpara~ion between _a 
phoneme causing an ucoustic modification and , the mod11icd phoneme 1s 
sometimes surprisingly large:, it is probably fair to say that the strongest 
clfects arc round within the syllable and thus might be regarded as simply 
very•low-level syllable-based phonetic rules (cf. Mulmbcrg, I 955: 
Fujimura, 1975. 1976). 

3. Conclusion 

This paper has been concerned with syllable-base~ phonetic~ Jnd 
phonology and their relevance to ASR. Whether one ts attemplmg to 
predict what phonemes arc allowable: in a particular ~nvironment. or the 
precise acoustic shupc of a given phoneme, local syllabic stru~ture_ 1s most 
orten found to be significant. In ASR systems based on syllabic unHs, such 
dependencies come "built-in." Even to the worker committed to phoneme
based ASR, however, syllublc-bascd phonology is relevant because it offers 
compact and explicit formulations or many phoneme realization rules. 
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